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Training Rules
•

Download training materials related to the webinar. You can find the links to the training materials
in the Reminder email sent by RingCentral platform to you.

•

This webinar is NASBA compliant. If you want to get CPE credits, you will need to answer 3 polling
questions per 1 CPE credit. Questions will be asked at random times.

•

You can repeat the lessons after the instructor. Instructor will show you how to complete lessons
from the guide.

•

If you have any questions, you can select the Q&A option and leave your question there. Instructor
will answer them at the end of the session.

•

Use chat to inform the instructor whether you hear him or her.

•

We encourage you to fill in the survey when the webinar ends.
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Timing and Agenda
June 22, 2020 -10 AM -12 PM PT

June 23, 2020 -10 AM -12 PM PT

June 24, 2020 -10 AM -12 PM PT

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Configuring Basic Company Settings

Configuring Inventory and Order

Basic Sales and Purchase Processes

Management
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DAY 1
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Configuring Basic Company Settings

Cherrylake, Inc.
Acumatica Customer Since 2013
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Instances vs. Tenants vs. Companies vs. Branches

•

Different URL = Different Instance

•

Multiple Tenants within one instance > shared
database, but completely isolated data

•

Companies within a Tenant > shared Chart of
Accounts, Currency, Vendors and Customers

•

Branch(es) within a Company >single Currency
only
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Company without Branches: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Enable the default set of features before you start the configuration of a company

•

Perform the configuration of a company without branches

Applicable Scenarios:
•

Company has only one business location
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Company without Branches: Workflow
Enable

Enable default set of features on Enable/Disable features screen, CS100000

Create

Create a Company on the Companies screen, CS101500

Create

Create an Actual Ledger to be used for the Company, GL201500

Create

Create Accounts on the Chart of Accounts screen, GL202500

Specify

Specify settings for processing transactions in the general ledger on the General Ledger
Preferences screen, GL102000

Create

Create a Financial Year on the Financial Year screen, GL101000

Create

Create Entry Types for processing cash payments on the Entry Types screen, CA203000

Create

Create Cash Accounts to record cash entries and fund transfers on the Cash Accounts screen,
CA202000
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Company without Branches: Workflow (contd.)
Create

Create Payment Methods for Vendors and Customers on the Payment Methods screen,
CA204000

Create

Create Credit Terms on the Credit Terms screen, CS206500

Create

Create a Default Vendor Class on the Vendor Classes screen, AP201000

Set

Set Account Payables preferences on the Account Payables Preferences screen, AP101000

Create

Create Statement Cycles to track customers’ outstanding balances on the Statement Cycles
screen, AR202800

Create

Create a default Customer Class on the Customer Classes, screen, AR201000

Set

Set Account Receivables preferences on the Account Receivables screen, AR101000
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Companies and Branches
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Activity 1: Enable features and create a Company

Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you are going to start
configuring a new company without branches in
Acumatica ERP.
The company is going to use the default features. You
need to enable these features and then you need to
configure a company entity in Acumatica ERP for the
SweetLife Fruits & Jams company, which at this time
has only one office in New York.

Learning Objectives:
• How to enable the minimum
set of features and set a
company without branches
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Activity 2: Create an Actual Ledger

Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to create an
actual ledger that will hold the history of all financial
transactions of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company..

Learning Objectives:
• How to create an actual
ledger for a company in
Acumatica ERP
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Activity 3: Create a Chart of Accounts

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to modify the
ACCOUNT segmented key
• Define the Chart of Accounts

Suppose that as an administrator, you need to add the
chart of accounts of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company
to Acumatica ERP. Further suppose that an accountant of
the company has provided a file that lists the GL accounts
to be used and their settings (including the account
classes; you will use the predefined classes). You will
review the list of accounts, modify the ACCOUNT
segmented key, and create the chart of accounts by
uploading the file provided by the accountant..
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Activity 4: Create a Chart of Accounts

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to specify basic
settings for GL
functionality

Suppose that a company with an actual ledger has been
created and a chart of accounts has been defined in
Acumatica ERP. Acting as an administrator, you need to
specify the preference settings related to general ledger
functionality. You will specify the accounts that are
mandatory for the system and other settings that make it
easier for users to create entities in the system.
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Activity 5: Define a Financial Year

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to set up a financial
year, generate periods for
the first year, and open the
generated periods

Suppose that the SweetLife company starts its operations
in January 2020, each of its financial periods lasts one
month, and an additional period for posting adjustments is
necessary. Acting as an administrator, you need to set up
the financial year that meets these criteria, generate
periods for the financial year, and open them.
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Activity 6: Specify Cash Management Preferences

Story
Suppose that the SweetLife company with an actual
ledger has been created and the company's chart of
accounts has been defined in Acumatica ERP. Acting as
an administrator, you need to specify the cash
management preference settings. You will specify the
cash-intransit account to be used, which is mandatory in
the system, and the settings that make it easier for
users to create entities when using the cash
management functionality.

Learning Objectives:
• Specify basic settings for
cash management
functionality
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Activity 7: Create Entry Types

Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to define
entry types for cash operations of the SweetLife
company. For now, an entry type for recording bank
service charges is needed..

Learning Objectives:
• How to define an entry
type
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Activity 9: Modify a Payment Method

Story
Suppose that customers of the SweetLife company use
checks to pay for invoices. Acting as an administrator,
you will modify the CHECK payment method (which is
predefined in the system) so that it can be used with the
accounts receivable functionality.

Learning Objectives:
• How to set up a payment
method
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Activity 10: Define Credit Terms

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to set Credit Terms
for Vendors and
Customers

Suppose that SweetLife has agreements with its
customers and vendors stipulating that the full amount of
each document will be paid within 30 days; no cash
discounts are provided.
Acting as an administrator, you have to define one set of
credit terms, which indicate that the full amount of each
document must be paid within 30 days..
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Activity 11: Create a Vendor Class

Story
Suppose that most of the vendors of the SweetLife
company use the same settings, such as credit terms,
payment method, cash account, AP account, and cash
discount account.
Acting as an administrator, you will create a default
vendor class with these settings so that it can supply
default settings when vendors and other vendor classes
are created in the system.

Learning
Objectives:
• Define Vendor Classes
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Activity 12: Create a Vendor Class

Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to define
preference settings for the accounts payable
functionality. You need to specify the default vendor
class and other settings that will make it easier for users
to create AP documents.

Learning Objectives:
• Basic settings for
Accounts Payable
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Activity 13: Create Statement Cycles

Story

Learning Objectives:
• Define a Statement
Cycles for Customers

Suppose that the SweetLife company informs its
customers about their current balances and outstanding
documents by sending the customers statements at the
end of every month.
In the statements, the outstanding customer documents
should be broken down by the following aging periods: 0
to 10 days, 11 to 20 days, 21 to 45 days, and more than
30 days.
The outstanding documents are aged based on their due
dates. Acting as an administrator, you need to define the
statement cycle in the system.
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Activity 14: Create Customer Classes

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to create a default
Customer Class

Suppose that most of the customers of the SweetLife
company use the same settings, such as credit terms,
statement cycle, payment method, sales account, AR
account, and cash discount account.
Acting as an administrator, you will create a default
customer class with these settings so that it can supply
default settings when customers and other customer
classes are created in the system.
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Activity 15: Specify Accounts Receivable Preferences

Learning Objectives:
• How to define the basic
settings to be used for
accounts receivable
functionality.

Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to define the
preference settings for the accounts receivable
functionality.
You need to specify the default customer class and other
settings that will make it easier for users to create AR
documents.
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Activity 16: Define a Tax Category

Learning Objectives:
• How to define a taxexempt category

Story
Suppose that the SweetLife company is going to purchase
services from vendors and provide services to customers.
All of these services are tax-exempt.
Acting as an administrator, you need to define a tax
category in Acumatica ERP.
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Configuring Inventory and Order Management

Curran Young Construction Company
Acumatica Customer Since 2018
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Reason Codes: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of reason codes

•

Create reason codes for inventory operations

•

Create reason codes for vendor returns

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When a company is configured initially
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Reason Codes: Types
•

Receipt

•

Issue

•

Vendor Return

•

Adjustment

•

Transfer
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Lesson 1: Reason Codes for Inventory

Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, need
to configure inventory and order management for a
company. Before you start specifying the inventory and
order management preferences on the appropriate
Acumatica ERP forms, you must create reason codes
for the direct inventory operations of issuing, receiving,
adjusting, and counting physical inventory. You also
need to create a reason code for vendor returns, which
are not inventory operations, but do involve the
movement of goods in inventory.

Learning Objectives:
• How to create reason
codes
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DAY 2
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Inventory and Order Management (contd.)

Cherrylake, Inc.
Acumatica Customer Since 2013
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Sales Order Types: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Activate an order type with the minimum required settings

•

Specify optional settings that affect how an order of the type is processed

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you initially configure order management in Acumatica ERP, you have to activate at least
one order type to be able to create and process sales orders in the system

•

When you need to activate any of the predefined order types that are not yet active to support the
corresponding business process
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Sales Order Types: General Information (contd.)
•

Quotes

•

Sales orders that require Shipment

•

•

Single Shipment

•

Multiple Shipments

Sales orders that don’t require Shipment
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Sales Order Types: General Information (contd.)
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Sales Order Types: General Information (contd.)
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Lesson 2: Configuring Sales Order Types

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to configure and
activate the SO order
type

Suppose that you, as implementation manager, need to
configure the sales orders for processing sales of items
with shipping. You need to configure and activate the SO
order type in the system.
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Order Management and Inventory Configuration: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Enable the needed system features

•

Specify the minimum required configuration for the inventory, purchase order, and sales order
management functionality

•

Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business
requirements

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you initially implement Acumatica ERP and the Order Management and Inventory features
are included to your license.

•

When you have purchased the Order Management and Inventory features, and you need to
configure inventory and order management in the existing system.
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Lesson 3: Order Management with Inventory Configuration

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to prepare the system to
support the tracking of inventory
and the processing of sales and
purchase orders with stock items

Suppose that you, as implementation manager, need to
configure system for processing sales and purchases of
stock items through orders.
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Preparing Inventory Entities
•

Stock Items – primary inventory entity

•

Posting Classes

•

Units of Measure

•

Availability Calculation Rules

•

Item Classes

•

Stock Items
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Posting Classes: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of posting classes

•

Create posting classes for stock items

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP, before you create item classes and
stock items

•

When you need to create a new class of inventory items with specific posting settings
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Posting Classes: General Information (contd.)
•

Inventory/Accrual Account

•

Sales Account

•

COGS/Expense Account

•

Standard Cost Variance Account

•

Standard Cost Revaluation Account

•

PO Accrual Account

•

Purchase Price Variation Account

•

Landed Cost Variance Account

•

Deferral Account
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Posting Classes: General Information (contd.)
•

Inventory Item

•

Warehouse

•

Posting Class
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Posting Classes: Scenarios
•

Posting transactions for multiple items to the same GL account

•

Posting transactions to item-specific GL accounts

•

Posting transactions to warehouse-specific GL account
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Lesson 4: Creating Posting Classes

Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are
configuring inventory for the SweetLife company, which
produces and sells bottled juice. Before you can start
creating stock items for juice in the system, you need to
create a posting class that will provide default posting
settings for juice items.

Learning Objectives:
• How to create a posting
class
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Unit of Measure: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Create units of measure that can be used systemwide

•

Create conversion rules for systemwide units of measure

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP

•

When you need to measure stock items in specific units that are not defined among the
systemwide UOMs
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Unit of Measure: General Information (contd.)
•

Base Unit

•

Sales Unit

•

Purchase Unit
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Lesson 5: Units of Measure

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to create global
units of measure and
conversion rules.

Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are
configuring inventory for the SweetLife company, which
produces and sells bottled juice. The company sells juice
in 0.5-liter and 1-liter bottles. For wholesale customers,
the company sells juice in boxes: a box that contains 12
0.5-liter bottles, and a box that contains 8 1-liter bottles.
Before you can start creating stock items for juice in the
system, you need to create the units of measure and
conversion rules that will provide default settings for juice
items.
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Availability Calculation: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

How to configure the availability calculation settings that apply to inventory items.

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP

•

When you need to add an item class or inventory item with specific availability calculation settings
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Availability Calculation: General Information (contd.)
•

On Hand quantity

•

Quantity Available for shipping

•

Quantity Available for issue

•

Available Quantity
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Availability Calculation: Plan Types - Decrease
•

IN Issues: Inventory Issues

•

SO Prepared: Prepared sales orders

•

SO Booked: Sales orders

•

SO Shipped: Confirmed Shipments and sales orders without shipments

•

SO Allocated: Unconfirmed shipments and sales orders with specific allocations

•

Kit Assembly Demand: Kit assembly documents (for kit items)

•

SO Back Ordered: Back orders
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Availability Calculation: Plan Types - Increase
•

IN Receipts: Inventory Receipts

•

IN Transit: Two-step inventory transfers

•

PO Receipts: Purchase receipts

•

Purchase Prepared: Prepared purchase orders

•

Purchase Orders: Purchase orders

•

Kit Assembly Supply: Kit assembly documents (for kit items)
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Lesson 6: Creating Posting Classes
Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are
configuring inventory for the SweetLife company, which
produces and sells bottled juice. Before adding
inventory items to the system, you need to create item
classes for all items and specify availability calculation
policies for each class of items.
Further suppose that for juice, your company does not
use kit assemblies and back orders, so you do not need
to deduct these quantities from an available quantity of
juice. Also, the company treats quantities on prepared
sales orders (that is, sales orders that are not open yet)
as available quantities. Additionally, your company
provides its customers with the ability to return unused
bottles of juice and you regard these bottles as available
quantities.

Learning Objectives:
• How to create an
availability calculation
rule

You will create an availability calculation rule that will
reflect this availability calculation policy
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Item Classes for Stock Items : General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of item classes

•

Create item classes for stock items

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP

•

When your organization is going to sell a new type of goods whose shared settings are different
than those specified in existing item classes
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Lesson 7: Items Classes for Stock Items

Story

Learning Objectives:
• How to create an item
class with basic settings.

Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are
configuring inventory for the SweetLife company, which
produces and sells bottled juice. All juice items will have
similar settings, so you will create an item class to provide
these settings to the items.
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Creating Stock Items : General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of stock items

•

Create stock items

Applicable Scenarios:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory entities and settings

•

When you are going to sell or purchase new goods that have not been defined in the system
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Creating Stock Items : General Information (contd.)
•

Finished Good

•

Component Part

•

Subassembly
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Lesson 8: Creating Stock Items

Story
Suppose that in Acumatica ERP, you, as an
implementation manager, are configuring inventory for
the SweetLife company, which produces and sells
bottled juice. The company sells orange juice in bottles
of 0.5 liter and 1 liter. You will create two stock items for
these bottles of orange juice.

Learning Objectives:
• How to create stock
items.
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DAY 3
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Basic Sales and Purchase Processes

Cherrylake, Inc.
Acumatica Customer Since 2013
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Company Story
Branch

Sales

Purchases

SweetLife Head Office
and Wholesale Center

•

•

•
•
SweetLife Store

Service and Equipment
Sales Center

•

Jams and fruits sold to
wholesale Customers
Home canning training
Webinars

•

Fresh fruit, berries and
jams
Pick Up web site orders

•
•
•

Juicers
Training on equipment use
Equipment installation

•
•
•
•
•

Fruits and spices from
large fruit vendors
Jars, labels and paper
bags
Stationery
Computers and
accessories
Juicers
Installation service
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Inventory and Order Management: Interaction with Financials
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Standard Inventory Purchases: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Create a purchase order with stock items

•

Prepare a purchase receipt for an existing purchase order

•

Release a purchase receipt

•

Enter the accounts payable bill for the receipt

•

Process the purchase order and the related inventory documents and accounts payable
documents

Applicable Scenarios:
You process a purchase order if you need to record a purchase of stock items with item quantities
updated in inventory and to prepare a bill for the purchased goods to the vendor of the goods. The
standard purchase process typically includes entering a purchase order, processing the purchase
receipt when the purchased items are received to inventory, and prepare a bill to the vendor.
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Lesson 9: Processing Standard Inventory Purchases

Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the purchasing manager
purchases fruits (100 pounds of apples, 200 pounds of
oranges, and 50 pounds of lemons) from the Glory Fruit Case
vendor. The purchased fruits are to be delivered to the main
office's warehouse. As the purchasing manager, you need to
enter and process a purchase order, process a purchase
receipt, and create a bill that should be paid to the vendor for
the received fruits..

Learning Objectives:
• Process of preparing and
processing to completion a
purchase order with items received
to inventory before the vendor is
billed
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Purchase Returns at Original Cost: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Create a purchase return document

•

Specify the items to be returned and define at which cost the items will be issued frominventory

•

Process the purchase return and the related inventory and accounts payable documents
Applicable Scenarios:

•

Unsatisfactory condition or shipped by mistake

•

Services not rendered or partially delivered
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Lesson 10: Purchase Returns at the Original Cost

Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the SweetLife purchasing
manager notices that three packs of paper that were
purchased and delivered on January 29, 2020 have been
damaged during shipping. The purchasing manager has
decided to return these packs to the Spectra Stationery
Office vendor without requesting a replacement. You, acting
as the purchasing manager, need to create and process a
purchase return of the damaged items at the items’ original
cost.

Learning Objectives:
• How to process a return of stock
items from your company’s
inventory to the vendor at the
items' original cost
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Processing Sales of Stock Items: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Create a sales order with stock items

•

Create the shipment for a sales order

•

Confirm the shipment

•

Create the invoice for a sales order

•

Process the SO invoice and the related inventory and accounts payable documents

Applicable Scenarios:
You process a sales order if you need to record the sale of stock items with shipping the items to
customer, updating item quantities in inventory, and preparing an invoice to the customer for the sold
goods.
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Lesson 11: Sales of Stock Items

Story

Learning Objectives:
• Process of preparing and
processing (to completion) a
sales order with manual
allocation of stock items

Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the GoodFood One
Restaurant wholesale customer has ordered a large
amount of orange and apple jams in 96-ounce jars from
the main office of SweetLife, where you are employed, for
the café's baking needs. The ordered jams are stored in
the warehouse of SweetLife’s main office. You, as a sales
manager, need to enter and process the appropriate
documents.
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Processing Customer Returns for Credit: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Create a return order that is linked to the sales order in which the returned items were purchased

•

Create an incoming shipment (receipt) of the returned item or items, and confirm the shipment

•

Create an SO credit memo for the original sales order

•

Process the SO credit memo and the related inventory and AP documents

Applicable Scenarios:
You create a return order for credit (that is, an order with the RC predefined order type) to perform a
customer return for credit with the returned item or items received to inventory and the AP documents
issued to adjust the customer balance in the system.
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Lesson 12: Processing Customer Returns for Credit

Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the FourStar Coffee &
Sweets Shop customer requests authorization for the return
of the oranges ordered on January 29, 2020, because the
customer was not satisfied with the quality of the shipped
fruits. The sales manager authorizes the return with shipping
of the returned items to SweetLife’s main warehouse.
Acting as the sales manager, you will process this return.

Learning Objectives:
• Process of preparing and processing
(to completion) a customer return for a
particular sales order with the returned
item or items being received to
inventory and a credit memo to the
customer being created
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Processing Customer Returns for Replacement: General Information
Learning Objectives:
•

Create a return order that is linked to the sales order that was used to record the purchase of the
returned item or items

•

Create an incoming shipment (receipt) of the returned item or items, and confirm the shipment

•

Create a shipment of the replacement item or items to the customer

•

Update inventory forms to reflect the replacement of the returned item or items

Applicable Scenarios:
You create a return for replacement (that is, an order with the RR predefined order type) to perform a
customer return in which the customer receives an exact replacement of a particular item or specific
items (that is, the replacement of the same items at the same price). The customer returns the rejected
goods, the goods are returned to inventory, and the customer receives a replacement for the rejected
goods. Since the items are replaced at exactly the same price, no AR documents need to be
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Lesson 13: Returns for Replacement

Story

Learning Objectives:
• Process of preparing and processing
(to completion) a customer return of
items with the exact replacement of
items (that is, with the same items for
the same price), which does not require
an invoice to be processed

Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the GoodFood One
Restaurant customer asks for the replacement of five
small jars of orange jam (ordered on January 25, 2020)
with the same number of the same jam jars because the
lids appeared to be dented. The returned jars must be
temporarily placed to inventory so that the quality
assurance would assess them to track the source of the
damage. The sales manager of the SweetLife company
authorizes the return. Acting as this sales manager, you
need to process the return of items to inventory with
shipping the exact replacement of the returned items to
customer.
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